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I
n 2017, several Latin American
countries stepped up enforcement
and legislative efforts to address

corruption in the region. Enforcement
activity regarding alleged bribery
schemes involving construction
conglomerate Odebrecht rippled across
Latin America’s business and political
environments during the year, with
allegations stemming from Brazil’s
ongoing Operation Car Wash
investigation leading to prosecutions in
neighbouring countries. Simultaneously,
governments in Latin America have
made efforts to strengthen legislative
regimes to combat corruption, including
expanding liability provisions targeting
foreign companies and private
individuals. 

This article focuses on five Latin
American countries (Mexico, Brazil,
Argentina, Colombia, and Peru) that
have ramped up anti-corruption
enforcement or passed legislation
expanding anti-corruption legal
regimes.1 New laws in the region,
coupled with potentially renewed
prosecutorial vigour to enforce them,
make it imperative for companies
operating in Latin America to have
robust compliance programmes, as well
as vigilance regarding enforcement
trends impacting their industries.

Mexico
Notable enforcement actions and
investigations
In 2017, Petróleos Mexicanos (‘Pemex’)
disclosed that Mexico’s Ministry of the
Public Function (‘SFP’) initiated eight
administrative sanctions proceedings in
connection with contract irregularities
involving Odebrecht affiliates.2 The
inquiries stem from a 2016 Odebrecht
deferred prosecution agreement (‘DPA’)
with the US Department of Justice
(‘DOJ’).3 According to the DPA,
Odebrecht made corrupt payments

totaling $10.5 million USD to Mexican
government officials between 2010 and
2014 to secure public contracts.4 In
September 2017, Mexico’s SFP released a
statement noting the agency had
identified $119 million pesos (approx.
$6.7 million USD) in administrative
irregularities involving a Pemex public
servant and a contract with an Odebrecht
subsidiary.5

In December 2017, Mexican law
enforcement authorities arrested a
former high-level official in the political
party of Mexican President Enrique Peña
Nieto.6 The former official, Alejandro
Gutiérrez, allegedly participated in a
broad scheme to funnel public funds to
political parties.7 While the inquiry has
not yet enveloped the private sector like
Brazil’s Operation Car Wash
investigation, the prosecution could
signal a new willingness from Mexican
authorities to take on large-scale

corruption cases. The allegations are also
notable due to their similarity to the
allegations in Brazil’s Car Wash
investigation. In both inquiries, funds
were allegedly embezzled from state
coffers for the benefit of political party
campaigns.

Legislative update
Mexico’s General Law of Administrative
Responsibility (‘GLAR’) – an anti-
corruption law that provides for
administrative liability for corporate
misconduct – took effect on 19 July 2017.
The GLAR establishes administrative
penalties for improper payments to
government officials, bid rigging in
public procurement processes, the use of
undue influence, and other corrupt acts.8

The law reinforces a series of Mexican
legal reforms from 2016 that expanded
the scope of the country’s existing anti-
corruption laws and created a new
anti-corruption enforcement regime
encompassing federal, state, and
municipal levels of government. Among
the GLAR’s most significant changes are
provisions that target corrupt activities
by corporate entities and create
incentives for companies to implement
compliance programmes to avoid or
minimise corporate liability.

Key 2017 developments in Latin American
anti-corruption enforcement
Anti-corruption laws are being tightened across Latin America and businesses active in the region
need to take note. In this article, lawyers at Gibson Dunn & Crutcher review key recent developments
in Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Colombia, and Peru.
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The GLAR applies to all Mexican
public officials who commit what the law
calls ‘non-serious’ and ‘serious’
administrative offences.9 Non-serious
administrative offences include the
failure to uphold certain responsibilities
of public officials, as defined by the
GLAR (e.g., cooperating with judicial and
administrative proceedings, reporting
misconduct, etc.).10 Serious
administrative offences include accepting
(or demanding) bribes, embezzling
public funds, and committing other
corrupt acts, as defined by the GLAR.11

The GLAR also applies to private persons
(companies and individuals) who
commit acts considered to be ‘linked to
serious administrative offences’.12 These
offences include the following:

l Bribery of a public official (directly or
through third parties);13

l Participation in any federal, state, or
municipal administrative proceedings
from which the person has been
banned for past misconduct;14

l The use of economic or political power
(be it actual or apparent) over any
public servant to obtain a benefit or
advantage, or to cause injury to any
other person or public official;15

l The use of false information to obtain
an approval, benefit, or advantage, or
to cause damage to another person or
public servant;16

l Misuse and misappropriation of
public resources, including material,
human, and financial resources;17

l The hiring of former public officials
who were in office the prior year,
acquired confidential information
through their prior employment, and
give the contractor a benefit in the
market and an advantage against
competitors;18 and

l Collusion with one or more private
parties in connection with obtaining
improper benefits or advantages in
federal, state, or municipal public
contracting processes.19 Notably, the
collusion provisions apply
extraterritorially and ban coordination
in ‘international commercial
transactions’ involving federal, state,
or municipal public contracting
processes abroad.20

The GLAR provides administrative
penalties for violations committed by
both physical persons and legal entities.
Physical persons who violate the GLAR
can be subjected to: (1) economic
sanctions (up to two times the benefit
obtained, or up to approximately

$597,000 USD);21 (2) preclusion from
participating in public procurements and
projects (for a maximum of eight years);22

and/or (3) liability for any damages
incurred by any affected public entities or
governments.23

Legal entities, on the other hand, can
be fined up to twice the benefit obtained,
or up to approximately $5,970,000 USD,
precluded from participating in public
procurements for up to ten years, and
held liable for damages.24 The GLAR also
creates two additional penalties for legal
entities: suspension of activities within
the country for up to three years, and
dissolution.25 Article 81 limits the ability
to enforce these two stiffer penalties to
situations where (1) there was an
economic benefit and the administration,
compliance department, or partners were
involved, or (2) the company committed
the prohibited conduct in a systemic
fashion.26 The GLAR’s penalties for
physical and legal persons are
administrative, rather than criminal.

Under Article 25 of the GLAR,
Mexican authorities can take into account
a company’s robust compliance ‘Integrity
Program’ in determining and potentially
mitigating corporate liability under the
GLAR.27 The law requires the Integrity
Program to have several elements,
including clearly written policies and
adequate review, training, and reporting
systems.28

The GLAR contains a self-reporting
incentive that provides for up to a 70%
reduction of penalties for those who
report past or ongoing misconduct to an
investigative authority.29 As previously

noted, the GLAR’s non-monetary
sanctions include preclusion from
participating in public procurements and
projects for up to eight years (for physical
persons) or ten years (for companies).30 If
a person subject to a preclusion sanction
self-reports GLAR violations, the
preclusion sanction can be reduced or
completely lifted by the Mexican
authorities.31 Requirements for obtaining
a reduction of penalties through self-
reporting include: (1) involvement in an
alleged GLAR infraction and being the
first to contribute information that proves
the existence of misconduct and who
committed the violations; (2) refraining
from notifying other suspects that an
administrative responsibility action has
been initiated; (3) full and ongoing
cooperation with the investigative
authorities; and (4) suspension of any
further participation in the alleged
infraction.32

Notably, other participants in the
alleged misconduct who might be the
second (or later) to disclose information
could receive up to a 50% penalty
reduction, provided that they also
comply with the above requirements.33 If
a party confesses information to the
investigative authorities after an
administrative action has already begun,
that party could potentially receive a 30%
reduction of penalties.34

For a full analysis of the GLAR, see
http://www.gibsondunn.com/publications/P
ages/Mexico-General-Law-of-
Administrative-Responsibility-Targets-Corru
pt-Activities-by-Corporate-Entities.aspx

Brazil
Following the success of the massive
Operation Car Wash investigation into
corruption involving the country’s
energy sector, Brazilian regulators
launched or advanced inquiries in 2017
impacting companies in the healthcare,
meatpacking, and financial industries,
among others. Brazilian authorities have
also continued to garner international
accolades for their anti-corruption work,
with Brazil’s federal prosecution service
(‘Ministério Público Federal’ or ‘MPF’)
winning Global Investigation Review’s
‘Enforcement Agency or Prosecutor of
the Year’ award for its 2017 Operation
Car Wash efforts.35 This award follows a
2016 recognition of the Car Wash

Taskforce by Transparency
International.36 The robust enforcement
environment in Brazil is also reflected in
this year’s public company disclosures.
In 2017, 34 companies disclosed
information regarding new or ongoing
inquiries involving Brazil, while
disclosures regarding other Latin
American nations numbered in the
single digits.37

Notable enforcement actions and
investigations

A. Operation Car Wash (Operação
Lava Jato)
Operation Car Wash, the multi-year
investigation into allegations of
corruption related to contracts with
state-owned oil company Petrobras, has
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remained a focus area for the Brazilian
authorities. The investigation opened
four new phases in 2017. Notably, in
October 2017, Judge Sergio Moro – the
lead jurist for the investigation – stated at
a public event that the Car Wash inquiry
was ‘moving toward the final phase’.38

Judge Moro did not, however, provide a
potential date for closing the
investigation, stating, ‘a good part of the
work is done, but this does not mean that
work does not remain’.39 To date,
Brazilian authorities investigating the Car
Wash allegations have obtained 177
convictions, with sentences totaling more
than 1,750 years in prison.40

B. Operation Zealots (Operação
Zelotes)
In 2017, Brazilian authorities launched
new phases of Operation Zealots, a multi-
year investigation into alleged payments
to members of Brazil’s Administrative
Board of Tax Appeals.41 The investigation
began as an inquiry into one of the largest
alleged tax evasion schemes in the
country’s history. Large companies and
banks, including Bradesco, Santander,
and Safra, allegedly paid bribes to
members of the appeals board in
exchange for a reduction or waiver of
taxes owed.42 Operation Zealots was
launched in 2015 and initially implicated
companies in the financial sector. The
scope of the investigation has expanded
in the last two years to also reach
companies in the automobile sector and
a Brazilian steel distributor.43 Notably, in
2017, a criminal complaint was filed
against former Brazilian President Luiz
Inácio Lula da Silva alleging that he
received payments in exchange for
securing tax benefits for automobile
companies.44 The total amount of evaded
taxes through various alleged Operation
Zealots schemes is estimated to reach
nearly $19 billion BRL (approx. $5.8
billion USD).45

C. Operation Weak Flesh (Operação
Carne Fraca)
In early 2017, the Brazilian Federal Police
launched an investigation into the alleged
bribery of government food sanitation
inspectors called Operation Weak Flesh.46

The operation was reported to be one of
the largest in the history of the Federal
Police, with Brazilian authorities
executing 194 search-and-seizure
warrants.47 Dozens of inspectors are
accused of taking bribes in exchange for
allowing the sale of rancid products,
falsifying export documents, overlooking
illicit additives, and failing to inspect

meatpacking plants.48 Authorities are
investigating more than 30
meatprocessing companies, including
giants such as JBS S.A. and BRF S.A.

D. Operation Bullish (Operação
Bullish)
On 12 May 2017, the Federal Police
launched Operation Bullish, an
investigation into fraud and irregularities
in the manner by which Brazil’s National
Bank for Economic and Social
Development approved investments of
over $8 billion BRL (approx. $2.4 billion
USD) for the expansion of the Brazilian
meatpacking company JBS.49 While JBS
claims that it did not receive any favours
from the bank’s investment arm
(‘BNDESPar’), Brazil’s Federal Court of
Accounts (‘TCU’) claims that the bank

approved ‘risky’ investments for JBS with
inadequate time for analysis.50 The
Federal Police further claim that although
BNDESPar approved funds for a JBS
acquisition of a foreign company, the
acquisition never occurred and the
investment funds were never returned.51

E. Operation Mister Hyde (Operação
Mister Hyde)
Brazilian authorities also continued
inquiries in the healthcare space as part of
a multi-year investigation into an alleged
‘Prosthetics Mafia’ of doctors and medical
instrument suppliers that rigged the
bidding process for surgical supplies.
Investigators alleged that in exchange for
payments, doctors would identify
patients for unnecessary surgeries and
ensure that the surgical instruments used
in the operations came from a specified

provider.52 The inquiry stems from a 2015
congressional investigation. In February
2017, it was reported that three employees
from one of the companies under
investigation, TM Medical, agreed to plea
bargains with the federal authorities.53

Settlements and leniency
agreements

UTC Engenharia
In July 2017, UTC Engenharia signed a
leniency agreement with the Brazilian
government and agreed to pay $574
million BRL (approx. $175 million USD),
including a fine, damages, and unjust
enrichment.54 UTC signed the agreement
with Brazil’s Comptroller General of the
Union (‘CGU’) and Brazil’s Federal
Attorney General’s Office.55 Under the
agreement, UTC must adopt an integrity
programme and pay its fine within 22
years.56

According to the Brazilian
government, the agreement reflects ‘the
basic pillars enumerated by the two
federal agencies in the negotiations, that
is, speed in obtaining evidence,
identification of others involved in the
crimes, cooperation with investigations,
and commitment to the implementation
of effective integrity mechanisms.’57

Notably, according to the press release,
the implementation of UTC’s integrity
programme ‘will be monitored by the
CGU, which can perform inspections at
the company and request access to any
documents and information necessary.’58

Rolls-Royce plc.
In January 2017, Rolls-Royce settled
allegations that the company offered,
paid, or failed to prevent bribes involving
the sale of engines, energy systems, and
related services in Brazil and five other
foreign jurisdictions.59 According to
charging documents, between 2003 and
2013, Rolls-Royce allegedly made
commission payments to an intermediary
while knowing that portions of the
payments would be paid to officials at
Brazil’s state-owned oil company
Petrobras.60 Rolls-Royce’s intermediary
allegedly made more than $1.6 million
BRL (approx. $485,700 USD) in corrupt
payments to obtain contracts for
supplying equipment and long-term
service agreements.61 As a part of a global
settlement with DOJ, Britain’s Serious
Fraud Office, and Brazil’s Ministério
Público Federal, Rolls-Royce agreed to
pay $800 million USD total, with $25.5
million USD of that settlement being paid
to the Brazilian authorities.62

in 2017, 34 companies

disclosed information

regarding new or ongoing

inquiries involving Brazil,

while disclosures regarding

other Latin American 

nations numbered in the

single digits.
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SBM Offshore N.V. 
In November 2017, SBM settled
allegations with DOJ that the company
made payments to foreign officials in
Brazil, Angola, Equatorial Guinea,
Kazakhstan, and Iraq.63 According to the
DPA, SBM used a sales agent to provide
payments and hospitalities to Petrobras
executives to secure an improper
advantage in business with the state-
owned company.64 SBM agreed to pay a
$238 million USD criminal fine.65 DOJ
took into account overlapping conduct
prosecuted by other jurisdictions when
calculating SBM’s fine, including the
company’s ongoing negotiations with the
MPF and a $240 million USD settlement
with the Dutch authorities.66 The
government’s press release also stated
that DOJ was ‘grateful to Brazil’s MPF’
and authorities in the Netherlands and
Switzerland ‘for providing substantial
assistance in gathering evidence during
the investigation’.67

Braskem/Odebrecht
In December 2016, Brazilian construction
conglomerate Odebrecht and its
petrochemical production subsidiary,
Braskem, resolved bribery charges with
authorities in Brazil, Switzerland, and the
United States.68 At the time of the 2016
settlement, the DOJ/SEC segment of the
multibillion-dollar resolution was $419
million USD. The settlement agreement
did note, however, that Odebrecht
represented it could pay no more than
$2.6 billion USD in penalties.69 The
agreement further noted that the
Brazilian and US authorities would
conduct an independent analysis of
Odebrecht’s representation.70 According
to an April 2017 sentencing
memorandum filed with the court, the
US and Brazilian authorities analysed
Odebrecht’s ability to pay the proposed
penalty and determined that Odebrecht
was indeed unable to pay a total criminal
penalty in excess of $2.6 billion USD.71

The sentencing memorandum noted the
parties agreed that Odebrecht would
therefore pay a reduced fine of $93
million USD to the US government.72

Legislative updates and agency
guidance

State-Level Anti-Corruption Law
In late 2017, the state of Rio de Janeiro
passed an anti-corruption law requiring
companies contracting with the state to
have compliance programmes.73 The law
applies to companies and individuals,
including foreign companies with

‘headquarters, subsidiaries, or
representation in Brazil’.74 While the
Clean Company Act takes a company’s
compliance programme into
consideration in the application of
sanctions, Rio de Janeiro’s law goes one
step further and requires companies to
have programmes in place before
contracting with the state.75

Ten Measures Against Corruption
An initiative from Brazil’s Ministério
Público Federal to strengthen anti-
corruption laws has yet to pass both
houses of Brazil’s legislative branch. The
initiative – called the ‘Ten Measures
Against Corruption’ – was first
announced by the MPF in 2015.76 The
proposal was introduced to Congress as
a public initiative in 2016 after it received
more than 1.7 million signatures of
support from the public.77 The measures
propose changes in corruption laws and
criminal proceedings that would make
the judiciary and prosecutor’s office more
transparent, criminalise unjust
enrichment of civil servants, hold
political parties liable for accepting
undeclared donations, and increase
penalties for corrupt acts.78 Consideration
of the proposal was halted in the Senate
in 2017 after public outrage in response
to the lower Congress’s addition of a
provision that would impose harsh
penalties on the judiciary and federal
prosecutors for ‘abuse of authority’.79

Operation Car Wash prosecutor Deltan
Dallagnol claimed that the House’s
amendments ‘favoured’ white collar
crimes and undermined the proposal’s
purpose.80

Ministério Público Federal Leniency
Agreement Guidance
In August 2017, the Ministério Público
Federal issued guidance for prosecutors
negotiating leniency agreements.81 The
guidance provides insights into the
process Brazil’s prosecutors use for
negotiating such agreements and the
expectations for collaborators. One
section of the guidance, for example,
states that negotiations should be
conducted by ‘more than one member of
the MPF’ and preferably by a criminal
and administrative prosecutor for the
agency.82 The guidance also notes the
possibility that the negotiations could
take place together with other Brazilian
authorities, including the CGU the chief
regulator of the Clean Company Act, the
Federal Attorney General’s Office
(‘AGU’), the chief anti-trust regulator,
and the TCU.83 The guidance also notably
details obligations of collaborators in
leniency agreements, including:

l Communicating relevant information
and proof (time frames, locations, etc.);

l Ceasing illicit conduct;
l Implementing a compliance

programme and submitting to external
audit, at the company’s expense;

l Collaborating fully with the
investigations during the life of the
agreement and always acting with
honesty, loyalty, and good faith,
without reservation;

l Paying applicable fines and damages;
and

l Declaring that all information
supplied is correct and accurate,
under the penalty of rescission of the
leniency agreement.84

Argentina
Notable enforcement actions and
investigations

Investigation into President Mauricio
Macri
Beginning in 2016 and continuing
throughout 2017, federal prosecutors in
Argentina launched investigations
concerning current President Mauricio
Macri.85 While Macri was elected on
promises to combat corruption in
Argentina,86 his family’s extensive
business holdings have been scrutinised
by Argentine authorities in connection
with various influence trafficking and
money laundering probes.87 An

investigation opened in April 2017, for
example, focuses on the grant of airline
routes to a company connected to
Macri’s father.88 Argentine prosecutors
are also probing allegations that a
government official received payments
from construction conglomerate
Odebrecht in connection with renewing
a public contract.89 At the time of the
alleged payments, Odebrecht was a
participant in a consortium with a
company connected to Macri’s cousin.90

Investigation into former president
Cristina Fernández de Kirchner
In April 2017, former president Cristina
Fernández de Kirchner was indicted in
connection with allegations that she led
a scheme to launder funds
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misappropriated from public coffers
through a family-owned business.91 The
charges represent the second indictment
filed against Kirchner since she left office
more than two years ago.92 In December
2016, charges were brought against
Kirchner alleging that she led a criminal
organisation that attempted to illegally
benefit its members by awarding public
contracts to construction company
Austral Construcciones.93 In a separate
investigation, a judge ordered Kirchner’s
arrest in connection with allegations that
she covered up possible Iranian
involvement in the 1994 bombing of a
Jewish community centre in Buenos Aires
in exchange for a potentially lucrative
trade deal.94 Other former high-level
employees in Kirchner’s government
have been arrested for unjust enrichment,
including vice-president Amado Boudou
and former planning minister Julio de
Vido.95

Legislative update
In November 2017, Argentina’s Congress
passed new legislation imposing criminal
liability on corporations for bribery

(national and transnational), influence
peddling, unjust enrichment of public
officials, falsifying balance sheets and
reports, and other designated offences.96

The bill, called the Law on Corporate
Criminal Liability, applies to both
Argentine and multinational companies
domiciled in the country.97 The law went
into effect on 1 March 2018.98

Under the bill, legal entities can be
held liable for bribery and other
misconduct carried out directly or
indirectly, with the company’s
intervention, or in the company’s name,
interest, or benefit.99 Legal entities can
also be held liable if the company ratifies
the initially unauthorised actions of a
third party.100 The bill states that legal
entities are not held liable, however, if the
physical person who committed the
misconduct acted ‘for his exclusive

benefit, and without providing any
advantage’ for the company.101 The bill
also imposes successor liability on parent
companies in mergers, acquisitions, and
other corporate restructurings.102 The bill
applies to transnational bribery for acts
committed by Argentine citizens and
entities that are domiciled in Argentina.103

The bill imposes monetary and non-
monetary sanctions, including:

l Monetary fines from two to five times
the benefit that was (or could have
been) obtained by the company,104

l Complete or partial suspension of
activities for up to ten years,105

l Suspension for up to ten years from
participating in public bids, contracts,
or any other activity linked to the
state,106 and

l Dissolution and liquidation of the
corporate person when the entity was
created solely for the purposes of
committing misconduct, or when
misconduct constituted the principal
activities of the entity.107

Legal entities can be exempted from
criminal liability where the company (1)
self-reported misconduct detected
through its own efforts and internal
investigation, (2) implemented an
adequate internal control and compliance
system before the misconduct occurred,
and (3) returned undue benefits obtained
through the misconduct.108 The bill also
contains provisions allowing for
Argentina’s public prosecutor’s office, the
Ministério Público Fiscal, to enter into
collaboration agreements with legal
entities.109 The agreements require legal
entities to provide information regarding
the misconduct, pay the equivalent of half
the minimum monetary fine imposed

under the law, and comply with other
conditions of the agreement (including,
but not limited to, implementing a
compliance programme).110

Minimal requirements for compliance
programmes consistent with the bill
include:

l A code of ethics or conduct, or the
existence of integrity policies and
procedures applicable to all directors,
administrators, and employees that
prevent the commission of the crimes
contemplated by the law,111

l Specific rules and procedures to
prevent wrongdoing in the context of
tenders and bidding processes in the
execution of administrative contracts,
or in any other interaction with the
public sector,112 and

l Periodic trainings on the compliance
programme for directors,
administrators, and employees.113

The law also notes that a compliance
programme may include additional
elements, including, among others:

l Periodic risk assessments,114

l Visible and unequivocal support of the
programme from upper
management,115

l Misconduct-reporting channels that
are open to third parties and
adequately defined,116

l Anti-retaliation policies,117

l Internal investigation systems,118

l Due diligence processes for M&A
transactions,119

l Monitoring and evaluation of the
effectiveness of the compliance
programme,120 and

l Designation of an employee
responsible for the coordination and
implementation of the programme.121

The compliance programme
components listed in the law are notably
similar to elements of effective
compliance programmes delineated by
DOJ, the SEC, and Mexico’s General Law
of Administrative Responsibility.122

Colombia
Notable enforcement actions and
investigations

Odebrecht fallout
According to a December 2016 deferred
prosecution agreement with DOJ,

Odebrecht made more than $11 million
USD in corrupt payments to government
officials in Colombia to secure public
works contracts.123 In the wake of this
settlement with US authorities and
Brazil’s multi-year investigation into
Odebrecht’s dealings, Colombian
prosecutors have announced inquiries
into congressional involvement in the
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allegations and have arrested former
Colombian senator Otto Bula for
allegedly taking $4.6 million USD in
bribes from the company.124 Odebrecht
allegedly paid Bula to ensure that a
contract for the construction of the
Ocaña-Gamarra highway included
higher-priced tolls that would benefit the
company.125 Odebrecht also allegedly
made $6.5 million USD in payments to
former vice-minister of transportation,
Gabriel García Morales, in exchange for a
contract to construct a section of the Ruta
del Sol highway.126

Reficar oil refinery
In 2017, Colombian authorities brought
corruption charges against executives
from an American engineering firm,
Chicago Bridge & Iron Company
(‘CB&I’), in connection with the Refineria
de Cartagena (‘Reficar’) oil refinery.127

The Reficar oil refinery is a subsidiary of
Colombia’s state-owned oil company,
Ecopetrol. Colombian authorities
charged CB&I and Reficar executives
with various corruption charges,
including unjust enrichment,
misappropriation of funds, and
embezzlement.128 According to the
Colombian authorities, Reficar executives
directed contracts to CB&I without
abiding by legal requirements for public
bidding.129 The Colombian authorities
also claimed to have discovered
irregularities with payments CB&I
received in connection with Reficar
contracts, including payments for work
that was not performed, reimbursements
for extravagant expenses unrelated to the
refinery project, and double billing.130

Conviction of former anti-corruption
chief, Luis Gustavo Moreno
On 27 June 2017, former anti-corruption
chief Luis Gustavo Moreno was arrested
in his office by the CTI (the Technical
Investigation Team, a division of the
Colombian Attorney General). It charged
him with soliciting bribes in return for
interfering with anti-corruption
investigations into Alejandro Lyons
Muskus, ex-governor of Córdoba, with
the possibility of ending such
investigations. After his arrest, Moreno
turned into a key collaborator with
various officials, shedding light on a
massive corruption scandal in the
judiciary and congressional branch.
According to Moreno, the scandal
involved state politicians such as Musa
Besaile Fayad and Bernardo ‘Ñoño’ Elías,
while also accusing judges such as
Gustavo Malo Fernández, Francisco José

Ricaurte, and Leónidas Bustos of
accepting bribes in order to corrupt
judicial proceedings.131 President Juan
Manuel Santos signed extradition orders
for Moreno and extradited him to
Florida, where DOJ officials charged him
with conspiracy to launder money with
the intent to promote foreign bribery.132

Legislative update
In 2017, Colombian President Juan
Manuel Santos announced a series of
measures to address corruption issues in
the country.133 The announcement
followed Colombia’s 2016 passage of its
first foreign bribery statute, the
Transnational Corruption Act (‘TCA’).134

The TCA notably has extraterritorial
effect and holds legal entities
administratively liable for improper
payments to foreign government officials
made by the entity’s employees, officers,
directors, subsidiaries, contractors, or
associates.135 The new anti-corruption
measures announced by President

Santos, among others, include passing
new laws that would provide labour
protections and economic incentives for
whistleblowers, require that companies
disclose information regarding ‘the
persons who in reality profit from a
business or company’, and eliminate the
use of house arrest for corruption cases.136

The President also proposed creating a
group of judges who specialise in anti-
corruption cases.137 Other corruption
reforms considered by Colombia’s
Congress in 2017 include requiring
lobbyists to disclose meetings with public
officials and the creation of a registry of
beneficiaries of public contracts.138

Transnational cooperation
In 2017, Colombia’s Superintendence of
Corporations and the Peruvian Ministry
entered into a memorandum of
understanding (‘MOU’) to prosecute
international corruption.139 The goal of
the MOU is to help investigate corruption
in Peru and Colombia by focusing on a
bilateral exchange of evidence between
the two countries.140 Colombia signed a
similar agreement with Spain in 2017.141

These new efforts are meant to assist
partnering states in overcoming the
difficulties of cross-border investigations,
including the need to acquire evidence in
foreign territories.

Peru
Notable enforcement actions and
investigations

The Odebrecht scandal has significantly
impacted the political and anti-corruption
landscape in Peru. In its settlement with
Odebrecht, DOJ disclosed that Odebrecht
executives admitted to funneling around
$29 million USD in bribes to Peruvian
government officials between 2004 and
2015.142 Government officials announced
that Odebrecht and other companies
involved in corruption would no longer
be able to bid on public work contracts.143

This marked the end of Odebrecht’s four-
decade run as a successful bidder on
public work projects in Peru.144 The
government will now decide on a case-by-
case basis what to do with the remaining
contracts awarded to Odebrecht.145

Three of Peru’s recent former
presidents have been arrested and/or
accused of crimes related to corruption,
all with some alleged connection to
Odebrecht.146 In July 2017, a Peruvian
judge ordered the arrest of former
president Ollanta Humala and his wife on
charges of money laundering and
conspiracy related to the alleged receipt of
a $3 million USD bribe from Odebrecht.147

Humala, who has continued to maintain
his innocence, became the first former
head of state detained in connection with
the Odebrecht scandal.148 Prosecutors are
also investigating former president Alan
Garcia, who allegedly facilitated irregular
bidding on the subway in Lima.149

Another former president, Alejandro
Toledo, was ordered arrested by a
Peruvian judge in February, pursuant to
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accusations that he had received $20
million USD in bribes from Odebrecht in
connection with bidding on the
Interoceanic Highway between Brazil and
Peru. Toledo has remained in the United
States and denied any wrongdoing.150 A
formal extradition request to the United
States for Toledo to return to Peru and
face charges for the alleged bribe is near
approval on the Peruvian side.151

Even Peru’s current president, Pedro
Pablo Kuczynski, has been unable to
evade implication in the ever-expanding
Odebrecht probe. Earlier in 2017, he had
to testify as a witness in the same
investigation implicating former
President Toledo in the alleged irregular
bidding process to build the Interoceanic
Highway.152 In November 2017, former
Odebrecht CEO Marcelo Odebrecht told
Brazilian prosecutors that Odebrecht
hired Kuczynski as a consultant after he
had opposed highway contracts granted
to the company.153 Kuczynski denied the
allegations, but subsequently documents
showed Kuczynski may have received
$782,000 in payments from Odebrecht
through his investment banking firm,
Westfield Capital.154 Kuczynski narrowly
survived an impeachment vote based on
the corruption allegations in late
December 2017.155 Recent additional
testimony from an Odebrecht official
purporting to confirm impropriety in
Kuczynski’s relationship with Odebrecht
has renewed calls for Kuczynski to step
down or be impeached.156

On a regional and local level in Peru,
several governors have been under
investigation or accused of corruption.157

Remarkably, a May 2014 study by Peru’s
office of the anti-corruption solicitor
reported that a significant majority of
mayors in office between 2011 and 2014 in
Peru had been investigated for criminal
activity.158

Legislative update
The most significant development in anti-
corruption legislation in Peru over the last
year was Legislative Decree No. 1352,
enacted on 6 January 2017. This decree
modifies Law No. 30424 (Law Regulating
Administrative Liability of Legal Entities
for the Commission of Active
Transnational Bribery),159 which was
enacted in 2016 to declare that legal
entities, including corporations, would be

autonomously and administratively liable
for active transnational bribery when it
was committed in their name or for them
and on their behalf.160 Decree No. 1352
extended the administrative and
autonomous liability of legal entities to
include those guilty of active bribery of
public officials.161 The liability provided
for in Decree No. 1352 is termed
‘autonomous’ because a natural person
does not have to be found liable first; the
Decree’s charges now create independent
liability, and an independent entity like a
corporation can be charged separately.162

The law provides for autonomous liability
for certain crimes of bribery and money
laundering.163

Parent companies are not liable for
penalties under the autonomous liability
provisions of Decree No. 1352 unless the
employees who engaged in corruption or
money laundering did so with specific
consent or authorisation from the parent
company.164 Additionally, companies that
acquire entities found guilty of corruption
under the autonomous liability provision
may not be separately penalised if the
acquiring company used proper due
diligence, defined as taking reasonable
actions to verify that no autonomous
liability crimes had been committed.165

Finally, entities can avoid autonomous
liability by implementing a sufficient
criminal law compliance programme
designed to prevent such crimes of
corruption from being committed on
behalf of the company.166 Elements of a
properly designed programme include:
an autonomous person in charge of the
compliance programme, proper
implementation of complaint procedures,
continuous monitoring of the
programme, and training for those
involved.167 The Peruvian securities
regulator had promised additional
guidance before 1 January 2018 – when
the Decree took effect – but, to date, no

such guidance has been issued.168

The Peruvian government has also
modified the procurement laws via
Decree 1341 to ban any company with
representatives who have been convicted
of corruption from securing government
contracts.169 The ban applies even if the
crimes are admitted as part of a plea
bargain agreement for a reduced
sentence.170

Peru has also enacted harsher penalties
for public officials found guilty of
corruption and prohibitions on such
officials from being able to work in the
public sector post-conviction. Legislative
Decree No. 1243 (the ‘civil death’ law) was
enacted in late 2016 to establish harsher
sentences for corruption-related offences
and to increase the ‘civil disqualification’
period to five to 20 years for corruption
crimes like extortion, simple and
aggravated collusion, embezzlement, and
bribery.171 That said, this disqualification
only applies to crimes committed as part
of a ‘criminal organisation’, and because
of the practicalities involved in these
types of crimes, it is unlikely that many
officials will be found to have been part of
a ‘criminal organisation’ and thus barred
from public service.172

Legislative Decree No. 1295 was also
enacted on 30 December 2016 with
provisions to improve government
integrity.173 The decree created the
National Registry of Sanctions against
Civil Servants (Registro Nacional de
Sanciones contra Servidores Civiles).174

This online registry will be updated
monthly by the National Authority of
Civil Service (Autoridad Nacional del
Servicio Civil) and will consolidate all the
information relevant to disciplinary
actions and/or sanctions against public
officials (including corruption charges).175

Anyone listed in the registry is prohibited
from government employment for the
duration of their registry.176  
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